Abstract. Selective encryption techniques of JBIG encoded visual data are discussed. We are able to show attack resistance against common image processing attacks and replacement attacks even in case of restricting the amount of encryption to 1% -2% of the data. The low encryption effort required is due to the exploitation of the interdependencies among resolution layers in the JBIG hierarchical progressive coding mode.
Introduction
Encryption schemes for multimedia data need to be specifically designed to protect multimedia content and fulfil the security requirements for a particular multimedia application [9] . For example, real-time encryption of an entire video stream using classical ciphers requires heavy computation due to the large amounts of data involved, but many multimedia applications require security on a much lower level (e.g. TV news broadcasting [17] ). In this context, several selective encryption schemes have been proposed recently which do not strive for maximum security, but trade off security for computational complexity.
Several reviews have been published on image and video encryption including selective (or partial) encryption methods providing a more or less complete overview of the techniques proposed so far [24] . Kunkelmann [12, 11] and Qiao and Nahrstedt [22] provide overviews, comparisons, and assessments of classical encryption schemes for visual data with emphasis on MPEG proposed up to 1998. Bhargava et al. [1] review four MPEG encryption algorithms published by the authors themselves in the period 1997 -1999. More recent MPEG encryption surveys are provided by But [2] (where the suitability of available MPEG-1 ciphers for streaming video is assessed) and Lookabaugh et al. [15] (who focus on a cryptanalysis of MPEG-2 ciphers; in [14] the authors discuss MPEG-2 encryption as an example for selective encryption in consumer applications, the paper having broader scope though).
Of course, other data formats have been discussed with respect to selective encryption as well (Liu and Eskicioglu [16] give an overview with focus on shortcomings of current schemes and future issues): coding schemes based on wavelets [21] , quadtrees [4, 13] , iterated function systems (fractal coding) [23] , and vector quantization [3] have been used to create selective encryption schemes.
In case a selective encryption process requires a multimedia bitstream to be parsed in order to identify the parts to be subjected to encryption, the problem of high processing overhead occurs in general. For example, in order to selectively protect DC and large AC coefficients of a JPEG image (as suggested by some authors), the file needs to be parsed for the EOB symbols 0x00 to identify the start of a new 8 × 8 pixels block (with two exceptions: if 0xFF is followed by 0x00, 0x00 is used as a stuffbit and has to be ignored and if AC63 (the last AC-Coefficient) not equals 0 there will be no 0x00 and the AC coefficients have to be counted). Under such circumstances, selective encryption will not help to reduce the processing demands of the entire application [20] .
A possible solution to this problem is to use the visual data in the form of progressive, scalable, or embedded bitstreams. In such bitstreams the data is already organized in layers according to its visual importance due to the compression procedure and the bitstreams do not have to be parsed to identify the parts that should be protected by the encryption process. In previous work, several suggestions have been made to exploit the base and enhancement layer structure of the MPEG-2/4 scalable profiles [5, 7, 8, 12, 25] as well as to use embedded bitstreams like SPIHT [4] and JPEG 2000 [10, 18] to construct efficient selective encryption schemes.
In this work we propose a selective encryption scheme with extremely low encryption demand focussed onto losslessly encoded imagery which is based on the hierarchical progressive coding mode of JBIG. In order to be able to process grayscale images with this JBIG based approach, we use a bitplane representation which has been discussed before in the context of selective bitplane encryption [6, 19] . The JBIG based approach improves the latter techniques significantly. Section 2 reviews the basic functionalities of the JBIG format. Section 3 explains how to exploit the JBIG format properties for selective encryption and provides experimental results showing evidence of our schemes' effectiveness and ability to withstand attacks. Concluding remarks are given in section 4.
JBIG Basics
Joint Binary Image Experts Group is an ITU standard (ITU recommendation T.82) finalized in 1993 for compressing binary images and was meant to improve the fax compression standards of that time especially with respect to the coding of halftoned images.
JBIGs core coding engine is a binary context-based adaptive arithmetic coder similar to the IBM Q-coder. In this section we will mainly focus on the hierarchical progressive coding mode of JBIG since the understanding of the associated techniques is crucial for the selective encryption technique described subsequently. As a first step a binary multiresultion hierarchy is being constructed as shown in Fig. 1 .
Simple downsampling by two violates the Nyquist sampling theorem and leads to severe artifacts especially for typed documents and halftoned images. Therefore, a linear recursive IIR filter employing a 3 × 3 window in the higher re- When feeding these binary images into the arithmetic coder, for all resolution layers except the lowest one the context used within the coder consists of 6 neighbouring pixels of the currently encoded resolution layer and employs as well 4 neighbouring pixels of the already encoded layer with lower resolution to exploit the correlations among the resolution layers. This leads to significantly lower entropy values for the pixels to be coded in the higher resultion layers. Additionally, two strategies bypass the arithmetic coder if pixel values may be determined without encoding the actual values: -Deterministic prediction (DP): based on knowledge about neighbouring pixel values of the current resolution layer, neighbouring pixel values of the layer with lower resolution, and the rule how the multiresolution hierarchy has been built, some pixel values are known without explicitely encoding them, the values may be derived from the other data. -Typical prediction (TP): in the lowest resolution layer this means that identical lines are coded only once. A following identical line is labelled as being "typical" by setting a corresponding flag and the content is not fed into the coder. In the remaining layers, for a "typical" pixel being surrounded by pixels of the same colour follows that the corresponding four pixels in the next higher resolution layer have the same colour. A line is labelled as "typical" if it entirely consists of typical pixels and a corresponding flag is being set. Based on this technique, large homogeneous regions may be reconstructed without actually decoding a single pixel.
Note that by using cross-layer contexts, DP, and TP a high amount of dependency among resolution layers is used for encoding the data. As a consequence, if parts of the data are lost for some reason, the errors caused by the missing data are propagated into the other resolution layers originally not affected by data loss.
In addition to the hierarchical layer structure, JBIG supports to partition the input image and all lower resolution layers into equally sized horizontal stripes. Accordingly, the entities encoded independently into the bitstream are denoted "stripe data entities" (SDE) which may be ordered in different manners. This has to be synchronized between encoder and decoder of course.
Fig. 2. Splitting an 8bpp image into its 8 bitplanes
In order to be able to compress grayscale images with JBIG, the grayscale images are split into a bitplane representation (e.g. 8 bitplanes for a 8bpp grayscale image as shown in Fig. 2 ), subsequently the bitplanes are JBIG compressed independently.
Selective Encryption Using JBIG
In previous work we have used the bitplane representation as described in the last section for selective encryption [19] -after splitting a grayscale image into its bitplanes, only a fraction of these planes (starting with the MSB) can be encrypted. It turns out that this approach is vulnerable by replacement and reconstruction attacks and therefore a secure setting requires up to 50% of the data to be encrypted. This approach is shown in the upper half of Fig. 3 (note that the processing of 4 bitplanes requires only the encryption of 35% of the JBIG encoded image in this case since planes close to the MSB can be compressed more efficiently of course). When using the JBIG hierarchy for selective encryption only the lowest resolution of 5 layers may be encrypted, in this case for all bitplanes. This results in encrypting 0.5% of the original data only. These two principles may be mixed additionally: it is possible to limit encryption to a subset of reslution layers of a selected set of bitplanes only. In the following subsections, we will evaluate this idea and we will assess the robustness of this scheme against attacks.
We use the C JBIG implementation of M. Kuhn available via anonymous ftp from ftp.uni-erlangen.de in the directory pub/doc/ISO/JBIG/. This software has been extended to support encryption of arbitrary SDEs, for encryption we use the C++ AES implementation of B. Gladman 1 in CFB mode to avoid data padding for block completion. Our software avoids unwanted marker emulation by simply skipping parts of the encryption keystream in that case. For the subsequent experiments, we use 8bpp 512 × 512 grayscale images (see Fig. 4 ) and set the lowest resolution in JBIG to 32 × 32 pixels.
Reduction of Encryption Effort
The most extreme case in our setting is to encrypt the lowest resolution layer of the MSB only. This corresponds to encrypting 0.056% and 0.066% of the JBIG encoded Escher and Lena images, respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows the directly reconstructed Lena image where a significant amount of high frequency information is still visible (see Fig. 7 left for the Escher image case). Additionally, we know from analysis in [19] that encrypting MSB data only is highly insecure against attacks.
We know furthermore from previous results that restricting the encryption operation to a low number of bitplanes does not lead to satisfying results with respect to securtiy. Therefore, we slightly increase the amount of data subject to encryption by protecting the lowest resolution layer of 4 bitplanes, starting from the MSB. This results in encrypting 0.265% of the JBIG encoded Escher image (see Fig. 8 left for a visual impression of the directly reconstructed data where no structures related to the image are visible any more). As we shall see later, this setting is already almost satisfactory from the security standpoint. Finally, we look at the most secure setting considered in this context where we encrypt the two lowest resolution layers of all bitplanes. This still limits the amount of encrypted data to 1.977% and 2.292% for the Escher and Lena images, respectively. We show an example of a directly reconstructed Escher image in Fig. 5(b) .
Attack Resistance
For testing attack resistance, we apply the following operations to the selectively encrypted images:
-Median filtering -Edge detection (for the latter two attacks, we use the corresponding default Paint Shop Pro c algorithms) -Replacement attack: the encrypted data used in the reconstruction process introduces a noise like pattern into the image. Therefore, we replace the encrypted data by constant zero data. We compensate for the change in average luminance as described in [19] .
We first investigate the most extreme setting where only the lowest layer of the MSB bitplane is encrypted (compare Fig. 5(a) for the Lena case and Fig. 7 left for Escher). Neither median filtering nor edge detection do reveal the content of the image to a satisfying extent (see Fig. 6 ). However, the replacement attack shows to be effective in this setting (based on the results in [19] , this is not surprising of course) which means that this parameter choice is not secure enough - Fig. 7 clearly shows the main structures of the original image.
When increasing the amount of encryption to 0.265% (by encrypting the lowest resolution layer of 4 bitplanes), we realize that now not even the replacement attack is able to deliver results that give any detailed information about the encrypted image (see Fig. 8 ).
As a consequence, the scenario when encrypting the lowest two resolution layers of all bitplanes (as shown in Fig. 5(b) ) can be considered secure in any case. 
Conclusion
We have discussed selective encryption of JBIG encoded visual data exploiting the interdependencies among resolution layers in the JBIG hierarchical progressive coding mode. Contrasting to earlier ideas when selectively encrypting a subset of bitplanes, we are able to show attack resistance even in case of restricting the amount of encryption to 1% -2% of the data only. The extremely low amount of data required to be protected in our technique also allows the use of public-key cryptography thereby simplifying key management issues.
